
Brains and Brands in the 
Digital World:

The rules of engagement



Our world is more than ever dominated by change



Marketers need to adapt to this new world



The good news?



There are new ways to tap into ‘old’ mechanisms



Memory and emotion are key



What do we mean by ‘memory’?



Memory is intrinsically linked to behaviour



Memories are coloured by emotions



7 brain principles to 
harness in a digital world



Our brains don’t like 
being sold to1



Implicit cues work better than obvious ones
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Subtle branding gets through ‘under the radar’



They can maximise impact on small screens



Memory response is 
driven by storytelling2



A story is a ‘path’ for the brain to follow



The brain picks up on key elements in a story



Make your brand an essential part of the ‘path’



A clear story is 
easier to follow3



Keeping things simple has its benefits



Visuals and VO can compete with each other



Aligned messages make it easier for the brain

Ads with aligned 
taglines were found 
to elicited 7% 
higher responses 
than non-aligned 



Patterns and repetitions are key drivers



They can help get brand messages across



A strong emotion 
drives memory4



There is an evolutionary link between the two



This is a main reason why emotional ads work



Emotional context can also be very powerful

Across all Twitter activity, 
emotional intensity is

30%
higher when people view in a 
live (versus non-live) context



Online platforms can harness the power of ‘Live’



Human 
interactions 
drive relevance
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Personal relevance is key



Interactions can help people relate to a story



When people relate, they remember

Ads with higher levels 
of interaction were 
found to elicit 
responses 10% 
stronger than ads with 
low levels of 
interaction



Interacting with a 
medium has a strong 
impact
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Physically engaging with a medium is impactful



Digital interaction can be very powerful too



New technologies offer new opportunities



Interactive ads are another avenue to explore



Avoid ‘uncanny 
valley’ situations7



People like real beings or true fiction



‘Almost real’ animals trigger a negative emotion



Beware of ‘almost perfect’ CGI visuals



Neuroscience 
has a growing 
role in a 
complex world



It provides a new framework…



… that remains relevant as the world changes



Thank you
Any questions?


